In this paper a passenger volume prediction model based on genetic neural network was proposed in order to overcome the shortcomings of traditional BP neural network such as slow convergent speed and easy convergence to the local minimum points. Neural network's weights and thresholds were optimized by genetic algorithm in the model, and then predicted passenger volume with BP network. The results show that the prediction model improved the efficiency and precision of passenger volume prediction for external passenger transport hub.
INTRODUCTION
Urban external passenger transport hub undertakes long, short and the transportation tasks about passenger and cargo in the city internal transportation (Hu, 2005) . The development of urban external passenger transport hub is interacting with the social and economic development. Therefore, the passenger volume prediction for external passenger transport hub can make a plan in advance and save economic costs for government.
The results in this field at home and abroad are listed below: Xincang Cai introduced principal component analysis method and particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO) to optimize passenger traffic volume prediction method based on support vector machine (Cai, 2016) . Qi Yang proposed the gray theory to establish the prediction model, and apply the markov model to revise the prediction result of grey theory model (Yang et al., 2013) . Hailan Ling constructed the GM(1,1) to improve prediction model under the condition of random fluctuation, combined the prediction sequence and absolute value of the residual series to construct the new sequence (Ling & Xi, 2012) . Mingwei Li proposed new chaos accelerating genetic algorithm (CAGA) which was used to optimize the parameter projection pursuit regression (PPPR) model. The prediction accuracy was increased (Li et al., 2012 ). Nan Li proposed particle swarm optimization to optimize the passenger transport prediction model of support vector machine (Li & Shi, 2014) .
The traffic prediction methods are classified into mathematical model-based and model-free. And algorithm evaluation standard is simplicity, plasticity and effectiveness (Li et al., 1999) . Compared with other prediction methods, BP algorithm has the advantage of simplicity and plasticity, but because the BP algorithm is based on the gradient which has slow convergence and often subject to local minimum. Genetic algorithm (GA) can combine structure and weights of neural network together to solve and improve the convergence speed. GA-BP network model can be used in road traffic volume forecast, traffic road accident macro forecast and intelligent traffic system detection and control, etc.
THE GENERAL THOUGHT OF PASSENGER VOLUME DEMAND PREDICTION FOR EXTERNAL PASSENGER TRANSPORT HUB
Prediction is to predict the future with the past and current observations. We assume that the relation between past and the future value can be determined by a certain function. And this function can be found by some prediction methods.
Passenger volume is predicted based on the analysis of the characteristics of the development of social economy, the development of transport and inherent link between them. Prediction is divided into two levels: macro level and micro level. In this paper, research and prediction was about macro level and influencing factors of passenger demand which was considered mainly through the social economy, transportation and transportation development policy.
(1) Social economy is the most basic factor that affects the total demand of urban passenger transport, including the urban general population, urban non agricultural population, GDP, per capita income and financial revenue.
(2) The basic situation of transportation is an important factor to affect urban passenger transport demand such as the historical data of passenger volume.
(3) Traffic development policy factor is the development of urban public transport development policy.
In this paper, genetic neural network model will be used to predict the passenger volume for external passenger transport hub whose influencing factors will be analyzed. As a part of the input index matrix, the influencing factors would improve the prediction precision. The input indicators matrix is comprised of the actual passenger volume data as a reference in recent years, together with the influencing factors. Prediction results are output values with the genetic neural network to predict. Then the feasibility of the prediction method is determined by comparing the predicted value and the actual value.
GENETIC ALGORITHMS AND NEURAL NETWORK 2.1 The basic idea of genetic algorithms
GA is a simulation of gene copy, exchange and mutation to achieve its optimization process (Yin et al., 2000) . Its general steps in practical application are as follows:
(1) According to the accuracy requirements, the model determines the length of binary. Assuming [ , ] is the threshold range. If the result must be accurate to n decimal places, then the minimum length at m i is obtained through ( − ) × 10 < 2 − 1 and thus can obtain any number in the interval (4) Calculate the sum of the population fitness
(2) (5) Calculate the selective probability p i for each chromosome = ( ) (3) (6) Calculate the cumulative probability q i for each chromosome = ∑ =1 (4) (7) Generate a random number sequence located in the interval [0,1], whose length is popsize, if any number meets r < q 1 , then select the first chromosome; if q i-1 < r < q i , then select the i-th chromosome, so it will get a new population.
(8) A crossover operation is made to the new population: crossover probability is assumed to be p c , first of all, a random number sequence placed in interval [0,1] is created, and its length is popsize. If any number among these meets r < p c , the corresponding chromosome was selected, and then generate random numbers in interval [1, m-1] , the number is half of the selected chromosome number. Exchange in corresponding position according to the random number process, finally generate a new chromosome.
(9) Mutation operation: assuming p m is the mutation probability, generate m× popsize random numbers between [0, 1] . If any random number meets r < p m , then select the corresponding bit to mutate and generate a new population.
(10) After the calculation of first generation is completed, return to the step (3) to continue the calculation until it meets the requirements.
Build BP neural network model
BP (Back Propagation) neural network is generally composed of three layers, including input layer, hidden layer and output layer (Qi & Kang, 1998) . The learning process consists of forward propagation process and error back propagation process. In the process of forward propagation, the input information handled is transmitted to the output layer via the units of hidden layer by layer-by-layer. It will be transferred to back propagation process if the output layer can't get the desired output, the error between the actual value and the network output value will return along the original path. The error will be reduced through modifying the connection weights of each layer neurons, and then the process of forward propagation. They will repeat until the error is less than the setting value. The structure of BP neural network is as shown in The input variables and the output variables are = ( 1 , 2 , … ) , = ( 1 , 2 , … ) respectively in Figure 1 , there are M neurons in input layer, q neurons in hidden layer, K neurons in output layer, W ij is the connection weight of input layer to hidden layer, and W jk is the connection weight of hidden layer to the output layer. The number of neurons in the hidden layer has a great impact on the network, which is in relation to the convergence accuracy of the training. For the input layer, the output value of neuron i is the component of the input variables X i . The output of hidden layer and output layer are determined by the following equation:
Where, f is the neuron activation function which is derivable everywhere, in general, f is chosen as sigmoid function, which is expressed as the following form:
Following steps are BP network learning process: (1)Initialize the network, each weight W ij and W jk is assigned an initial value in the interval (-1, 1) randomly.
(2)Provide a set of learning samples for the network, which include M samples pairs, as well as the input variables and the output variables.
(3)Execute steps (4) - (8) for each learning sample p.
(4)Calculate the actual output of each node of the network by layer-by-layer forward propagation.
= (∑ ) (7) Where, Q pi is the actual output of the i-th neuron in preamble layer; f is the function in equation (6).
(5)Calculate the network output error, and the output error of the p-th sample is below: = 1 2 ∑ − (8) Where, d pj and Q pj is the desired output and actual output of the j-th neuron in output layer respectively. Their accumulation is the total error E of network.
(6)When the total error E is less than the allowable error or the number of iterations reached a specified number, the learning process is complete, otherwise the error back propagation as step (7).
(7)Calculate each network node error by layer-by-layer reverse method. For the output layer: 
THE APPLICATION OF GENETIC NEURAL NETWORK FOR PASSENGER VOLUME DEMAND PREDICTION FOR EXTERNAL PASSENGER TRANSPORT HUB 3.1 The model architecture of genetic neural network
The modeling idea of genetic neural network is: initialize the sample with a training function consisting of the historical sequence, and then it becomes input and output of the feed-forward network. At the same time, the genetic algorithm with the high search efficiency and global search capability combine with the BP algorithm is used to train the network; finally the nonlinear mapping model between the original data and the relevant indicators is derived. Figure 2 shows the program flow chart in this paper. 
Training samples
Choose the urban general population, urban non agricultural population, GDP, per capita income, financial revenue and the historical data of passenger volume as influencing factors of urban passenger demand forecast in this paper. All data used in this paper comes from the Xi 'an Statistical Yearbook 2012 .
The quantization is performed on the sample data, with the second to the fifth columns of data as input and the passenger volume in the next year output. Thus, they make up 10 sample groups, and each sample has 5 inputs and 1 output.
Use genetic algorithm to optimize the thresholds and weights of network
The learning efficiency and the convergence speed of neural network are slow, so use genetic algorithm to optimize the network weights to improve the prediction accuracy. According to the contents previously, first of all, the quantitative data is needed to be pretreated in order to use genetic algorithm, which was normalized with the premnmx function in MATLAB in this paper, the transformation relation is:
All data is in interval [0, 1] after normalization, which can reduce the dynamic range of identification data and improve the reliability of prediction results. It can be transformed according to opposite rule after getting the prediction value.
The optimization process of the neural network weights and thresholds with genetic algorithm is as follows:
(1)Through the length of the binary encoding, network weight is decided by the and the , the threshold is decided by hidden nodes with output layer node Q(j) and output layer node Q(k), then we can get i, j, k and generate t sets of initial network weights randomly in different real number intervals.
(2)Determine the fitness. In this paper, the fitness function is selected as below:
Where, E is the network energy function;
and ̅ is the desired output, and the actual output value of the k-th output node for the m-th training sample respectively. (3)Inheritance. The selection probability is given according to the genetic algorithm. The individual with maximum adaptation is directly inherited to next generation.
(4)Two points crossover. The crossover probability is set to 0.05.
(5)The mutation probability is set to 0.04 and which will change the bit of the binary string randomly, which can lead to a new population.
(6)The individual with large adaptation is selected as next generation sample from the contemporary and filial generation. It should be trained until the predetermined evolutionary generation is reached.
Prediction with genetic neural network
Assign the trained initial weights and thresholds to the BP neural network which has not yet started to train. This paper sets 5 neurons for hidden layer, and selects the derivative of tansig hyperbolic tangent sigmoid function as the transfer function, linear purelin function as the node transfer function, trainlm function as the optimization algorithm and adaptive lr BP algorithm function as the model's training function. Furthermore, the training time is 1000, the training target is 0.00001 and the learning speed is default value. Prediction results are shown in Table 1 : As Table 1 shows, the accuracy of the predicted value with genetic neural network is higher than those with neural network, and the relative error of the trained BP neural network declines from -19.70% in 2001 to -2.72%, while the relative error of the genetic neural network reduces from -12.70% to -1.20%, therefore the accuracy is generally satisfactory in late stages. It illustrates that the genetic neural network model provides a high application value.
The comparison line chart of different prediction models' predicted value with the original passenger volume is shown in Figure 3 . It can be found that the predictive value has good following performance with the original data, and the genetic neural network model is better than the BP neural network.
From Figure 4 , the relative error of late model prediction decreased gradually, showing convergence trend. As a result, the late model accuracy will be improved.
CONCLUSIONS
According to the advantages and disadvantages of genetic algorithm and neural network, this paper establishes the genetic neural network prediction model based on combination of the two models. This model used the historical data of the passenger volume for external passenger transport hub and other external social environment factors which affect passenger volume as input, combines with genetic algorithm to optimize the weights and thresholds of the neural network. Finally the data training and prediction are conducted by the neural network, and find out the association between the passenger volume and the external factors. The application of this method can greatly improve the prediction accuracy of the passenger volume for external passenger transport hub, and provide strong technical support for its layout, location and detailed design.
In this paper, the influencing factors of external passenger transport hub are not comprehensive enough and these factors are considered only from the macro level. The next research is to build a prediction model that can be used in a regional or even more microscopic analysis with the traffic modeling technique. 
